
‘The Green Apple Tree’ Brings Readers Back to
the Past in a Psychological Fiction Masterpiece

The Green Apple Tree

Experience the suspense, unravel the

mystery, and journey back to a summer

that never truly ended in the book by

Gene Fackler, The Green Apple Tree.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, July 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Revered author

Gene Fackler's gripping novel, The

Green Apple Tree, transports readers

back to the dusty backroads and

forgotten corners of the Texas Hill

Country in a story that masterfully

connects psychological depth with

suspenseful mystery. This powerful

literary fiction talks into the lives of

three boys whose summer of 1963

becomes the backdrop for a lifetime of

secrets, regrets, and unresolved

mysteries.

The story begins in the summer of 1963, where Thomas Kessler and his two friends, Pete and

Bennett, navigate the rough terrain of adolescence. They engage in the typical rebellious

activities of their age, from testing the boundaries of the law to absorbing the local traditions

"The Green Apple Tree" is a

must-read for fans of

psychological literary fiction,

mystery, and suspense.”

Explora Books

from their elders. It’s an ordinary coming-of-age scenario,

until it takes a dark and irreversible turn.

Fast forward to 1986, and we find Thomas Kessler seated

in a dimly lit bar, drinking a cold Lone Star beer as he waits

for Pete, now an attorney fixated on the unsolved murders

that coincided with Bennett’s mysterious disappearance.

Thomas holds the key to the mystery that has haunted

them for over two decades and has chosen this moment to unburden his conscience to Pete.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/s?i=digital-text&amp;rh=p_27%3AGene+Fackler&amp;s=relevancerank&amp;text=Gene+Fackler&amp;ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1
https://www.amazon.com/Green-Apple-Tree-Gene-Fackler-ebook/dp/B0B5WS6C9R/ref=sr_1_1?crid=VJHESVOA58JA&amp;dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.uIKZ-VeFvubymqtyy-UpBA.hwafIH155sCG9OiNLlMhV7XadWRIttoVb64eS2VifCo&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;keywords=Gene+Fackler+-+The+Green+Apple+Tree&amp;qid=1721173757&amp;s=digital-text&amp;sprefix=gene+fackler+-+the+green+apple+tree%2Cdigital-text%2C434&amp;sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Green-Apple-Tree-Gene-Fackler-ebook/dp/B0B5WS6C9R/ref=sr_1_1?crid=VJHESVOA58JA&amp;dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.uIKZ-VeFvubymqtyy-UpBA.hwafIH155sCG9OiNLlMhV7XadWRIttoVb64eS2VifCo&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;keywords=Gene+Fackler+-+The+Green+Apple+Tree&amp;qid=1721173757&amp;s=digital-text&amp;sprefix=gene+fackler+-+the+green+apple+tree%2Cdigital-text%2C434&amp;sr=1-1


Author Gene Fackler

As Thomas reminisces, the story integrates smoothly

between the present and the past. Readers are drawn

back to the summer of '63, to a secluded stone house

filled with old Colts and whispered fables, a dingy Gulf

station that served as a profane yet enlightening

sanctuary, and a towering palisade overlooking the town.

Each location is painted with rich, atmospheric detail,

creating a vivid backdrop for the unfolding drama.

"The Green Apple Tree" is a story of mystery; it’s an in-

depth exploration into the human psyche. Fackler's

characters are multi-dimensional, each struggling with

their own demons and secrets. The novel explores

themes of innocence lost, the passage of time, and the

haunting nature of unresolved guilt. As Thomas reveals

more about that fateful summer, the tension builds,

leading to a climax that promises to leave readers

pondering long after they turn the last page.

Gene Fackler, a native of the Texas Hill Country, brings

authenticity and a deep understanding of his setting to

the novel. His career with the airline industry and his current life raising cattle and a young son

on a farm just thirty miles from where he grew up lend a unique view to his storytelling. His vivid

descriptions and deep characterizations are a witness to his intimate knowledge of the region

and its people.

"The Green Apple Tree" is a must-read for fans of psychological literary fiction, mystery, and

suspense. It’s a story that will resonate with anyone who has ever looked back on their past with

a mix of nostalgia and regret, and it’s sure to captivate readers with its blend of suspense,

emotion, and richly drawn settings.

"The Green Apple Tree" by Gene Fackler is available to purchase on Amazon, Barnes & Noble,

and other leading digital book stores worldwide.

Buy Here: https://rb.gy/cgeh5y

In exciting news, "The Green Apple Tree" is currently in the process of being adapted from book

to film, promising to bring Fackler's captivating story to an even wider audience. Stay tuned for

updates on this thrilling development!

About Explora Books: 

Explora Books is a publishing and marketing firm located in the bustling City of  Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada. We seek to explore literary potentials from the  global self-publishing
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landscape and provide wider creative avenues to amplify their  masterpieces for the world. We

redefine creativity and innovation. We set new industry  standards.
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